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Science Olympiad Strikes Gold! 

On March 25th, the Mt. Bethel Science Olympiad Team took part in the Cobb County Regional Elementary Science Olympiad  
competition at Walton High School. It was a beautiful day with thirty-six teams comprised of approximately 700 students, from all 
over the region, competing in eighteen different events like No Bones About It, Deep Blue Sea, Weather or Not and Wildlife Safari. 
  
Mt. Bethel’s team is composed of twelve brilliant and dedicated scientists: Graeme F., Winn H., Uma H., Omi I., Alexandra J.,  
Stephen Z., Abby A., Emily B., Lea F., Anushka H., Jai M. and Dhriti R. Our team brought home two gold medals, 2 silver medals, a 
bronze, and five ribbons, netting an overall Fourth Place against the other teams and allowing Mt. Bethel to be one of the seven teams 
that Cobb County will advance to the state competition on May 13th at Kennesaw State University.  
 
The whole team wants to thank our Mt. Bethel Foundation for all their support this year as they advance to the state. Thank you for 
supporting us. Good Luck to our top Mt. Bethel Scientists!  

MT. BETHEL SCHOOL  AWARDS 
Teacher of the Year - Cindi Cabral  
Congratulations to our Teacher of the Year, Cindi Cabral!  Cindi is a second grade teacher who was nominated by staff because she 
brings joy and enthusiasm to the classroom each and every day.  Her love for teaching and helping kids grow is evident in all she 
does.  Cindi makes students feel important, differentiates instruction for each child, and continually models kindness and empathy. 
 
Classified Employee of the Year - Shayla Thomas 
Our Classified Employee of the Year is Shayla Thomas, Special Education Paraprofessional.  She 
was nominated because she goes above and beyond helping Mt. Bethel students and staff, has an 
enormous heart, and puts students first.  Ms. Thomas continually maintains a positive and  
professional demeanor and is a true asset to Mt. Bethel! 
 
Birney Butler Outstanding Educator – Rachael Astorga 
Mt. Bethel PTA is honored to recognize Rachel Astorga as the 2016-2017 Birney Butler Outstanding Educator Award Winner. This 
award may be bestowed upon any superintendent, administrator, faculty member or school board member who is a PTA member and 
demonstrates professional excellence and commitment to the Mission and Purposes of PTA.  Ms. Astorga’s deep commitment to high 
standards of art education for the benefit of all children exemplifies what a teacher should be: resourceful, impactful, encouraging, and 
engaging. 

mailto:bugle@mtbethelpta.org
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL: 

 
 

Dear Buccaneer Families,  
 
It has been a BLUE RIBBON year for our Buccaneers!  
 
What changes took place this year? Our  Science Lab turned into a STEM Lab where students have oppor tunities to engage 
in Science Technology Engineering and Math challenges! The specials rotation changed format allowing more time to engage in the 
arts, technology, and STEM. Less testing was required than in previous years. Bucky and Lucky traveled on multiple adventures 
and have garnered quite a following on social media! We continued to solidify the foundations of learning in order to help us 
prepare for innovation!  
 
What accomplishments did we achieve? Mt. Bethel received National Blue Ribbon Status for  the second time in our   
forty-year history! This accolade is bestowed upon fewer than one-half of one-percent of schools in the nation and was earned based 
on student achievement. Sixteen teachers completed Gifted Endorsement coursework and based on their work and ability to 
differentiate instruction, this earned us an additional teacher allotment – and will lower class sizes in two grade levels! All 
kindergarten and first grade teachers received Orton-Gillingham training. By the end of the school year, all second and third grade 
teachers will be trained and fourth and fifth grade teachers will be trained before September. Within one year, Mt. Bethel will be 
one of the only public schools that has received whole-school Orton-Gillingham training!  
 
What exciting updates will the 2017 – 2018 school year hold?  

 Our Foundation is sponsoring Columbia University’s Teachers College to conduct an in-depth week-long training this summer 
in Lucy Calkins’ Units of Study in Writing. We are excited to deepen our knowledge of writing and to explicitly instruct 
effective communication. The pairing of exemplary reading instruction with exemplary writing instruction.  

 Teachers will implement common formative math assessments and we will spend time immersed in math data to better inform 
and drive our instructional practices.  

 
Celebrating our accomplishments and creating a vision for continued EXCELLENCE IN ACTION would not be possible without 
the support of our PTA and Foundation. These two amazing organizations impact every child every day and genuinely ensure that 
every Buccaneer has opportunity to ENRICH. EMPOWER. EXCEL. – through the provision of teacher training, classroom support, 
materials, enhancements to our physical plant, and a commitment to ensuring Mt. Bethel students receive an education above and 
beyond any other school!  
 
People who are interested in becoming a member of the Mt. Bethel community often ask, “What is unique about your school?” 
There are so many aspects of our school that are unique, but there is one answer that sums up the heart of what makes our school the 
best place to learn and work: PEOPLE. Our students, staff, parents, community, PTA, Foundation, & Partners are all singularly 
focused on doing what is best for kids and having fun in the process. Thank you for sharing your students with us this year and 
thank you for your continual engagement in all things Mt. Bethel! 
  
Good luck to our fifth graders who are moving on to middle school! Remember to always do your PERSONAL BEST and to work 
hard and play hard. We can’t wait to meet our incoming kindergarten students and to welcome them as our newest Buccaneers in 
late July!  
 
We hope you have a wonderful summer, you check off items on your summer bucket lists, you read with your children, play with 
your children, travel, relax, and unplug on a regular basis. Enjoy family and friends and don’t forget to wear sunscreen!  
 
 
Your proud Administration,  
 
 
 

Jessica Appleyard  Faith Harmeyer   Maria Clark 

Jessica Appleyard, Principal  Faith Harmeyer, Assistant Principal  (3-5) Maria Clark, Assistant Principal (K-2) 
 
 
 

 Jamie Davies       Jill Hawes 

 Jamie Davies, Support and Service Administrator    Jill Hawes, School Leadership Intern 
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FROM THE PTA CO-PRESIDENTS: 
Dear Mt. Bethel Families, 
 
We are just a few weeks away from summer and the end of the school year! We would especially like to thank our incredible PTA 
Executive Board and Committee Chairs. It has been a privilege to work with such a talented group of parents who are so dedicated to 
helping enrich the educational and social experiences of the children at our school. You have each done an outstanding job! Words 
cannot express our most sincere gratitude.  
 
We also want to thank all the volunteers, administration, teachers, and staff for their continued support of PTA activities and the goals 
we strive to achieve. This year was big for advocacy within the PTA and we were successful in both our Opportunity School District 
and SPLOST-Ed initiatives. Thank you!  
 
Please take advantage of the Toolkit for ordering all Pre-Sale supplies and Spirit Wear online NOW, as well as expressing interest in 
Volunteer Opportunities for next year. We have a few Committee Chair positions still available. If you’re interested in more 
information, let us know. YOU play an important role in making Mt. Bethel the best place for children and learning.  
 
As we celebrate a wonderful year, your new officers for PTA are already busy planning events and activities for next year. We look 
ahead to next year, reviewing survey results, establishing goals, and planning the calendar. We’d like to congratulate Carolyn Griffin as 
the Phoebe Hearst Outstanding Educator for 2017-2018. Our PTA leaders look forward to working with Mrs. Griffin in the coming year 
to maintain a strong relationship between teachers and parents.  
 
As you enjoy your summer, keep an eye out for periodic e-Blasts to keep you updated and get you 
ready for the new school year. You can always check the blog – mtbethelpta.org – as well for the 
most up to date information. It has been an honor to serve as PTA Co-Presidents for this 
community.. 
 
Enjoy your summer!  
 
Kim Wimberly and Carrie Pruitt  
PTA Co-Presidents 

LIVIN'  LIFE  AMONGST  THE  BEST  
 

 Rushing in after dropping your kids off at carpool and running late for work/or a meeting/ or an appointment because you realize 
the bag of donations is sitting in your passenger seat 

 Stuffing your child's backpack so full, they must turn sideways to get into the bus 

 Running over to my house in the pouring rain (without an umbrella) to make a drop off 

 Helping me spread the word on Facebook and rally everyone for one more “go” 

 Calling the front office to see if we can still take a donation after the fact 
 
 
This is the energy and compassion that enables Mt. Bethel’s Community Outreach to have 
ANOTHER successful year of giving to our sister schools – Powers Ferry Elementary and 
Norton Park Elementary.   
 
They say "Community" is what you make it, and if that is truly the case, then YOU ALL 
make a remarkable community. Gratefulness and appreciation cannot begin to define how 
proud I am of our community and how your generosity has helped Community Outreach 
accomplish so much.  
 
If I say Thank You a million times it wouldn't do justice to how I feel about each of you... 
maybe if I did it while tapping my head and rubbing my tummy?  Probably not, so I will 
just simply say "Thank You" and hope you are ready to "up" the ante for next year.  
 
 
Contact Nicole Mason:  Communityoutreach@mtbethelpta.org 

http://www.mtbethelpta.org
mailto:Communityoutreach@mtbethelpta.org
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TEACHER FEATURE 

NOTES FROM THE NURSE 
 

The end of the 2016-2017 school year is upon us, so now is the time to pick up all your child’s medications from the clinic. Please 
be advised that NO medications can remain in the clinic over the summer break. They must be picked up and brought back, if needed, for 
the next school year. Please be sure to check expiration dates before returning them back to school in the fall.  All over the counter  
medications (Acetaminophen, Ibuprofen, eye drops, etc.) must be picked up the week of May 8 - 12. All daily medications and  
emergency medications may remain in school until May 24th (last day of school). Please have these medications picked up that day by 
NOON. Star ting at 1:30 p.m. on May 24th, any medications left at school will be disposed of. Unfor tunately, this includes those 
costly aerochambers and epi-pens. 
 

Check your child’s backpack for reminders being sent home for any specific medications your child has in the clinic. This will be your 
opportunity to let me know your wishes as to the distribution or disposal of your child’s medications. Accommodations may be made to 
pick up the meds at ASP. May 24th is my last day also. I will not be at the school after this date!  Please also remember that medications 
can ONLY be released to parents/guardians. They cannot be transported home by your student. A signature is required when releasing 
the medications.  Any questions regarding the end of the year procedures for the clinic? Please call or stop by the clinic for your answers.  
 

Please COMPLETELY fill out the yellow clinic cards for next year and return them back to your child’s teacher promptly. Include ALL 
contact numbers and ALL existing medical conditions and diagnoses (even if controlled at home) pertaining to your child. The more  
information I have on your child, the easier it is to take care of them should they become ill. Please know that the information is kept 
confidential. Information will only be shared with those staff members whom your child has contact with. I will have clinic care plans 
available for those individuals who plan on visiting their physician over the summer and want to get a “head start” on completing the 
paperwork and obtaining physician signatures needed for the 2017-2018 school year. 
 

It has been a pleasure to serve as your school nurse this year! I wish you all a safe, fun-filled summer, and a restful and healthy summer 
vacation. My best to all my 5th grade friends in middle school. 
 
Keeping Mt. Bethel Healthy, 
Cindy Steuer RN, BSN, 770-578-7248, Ext. 055 

TARGET  
1st Grade: 
Did you know that Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart wrote over 800 pieces of music and only lived to be 35? Our first graders do! They have 
been studying the life of Mozart and have completed a biography research paper on him. They have also been using their 8 Intelligences 
and have created mazes and coded small robotic bees to travel through them. 
 
2nd Grade: 
Second grade Target has been busy polishing our research skills using famous bridges as the topics.  We are now collaborating on the 
design and construction of several bridges using recycled and found materials. 
 
3rd Grade: 
Third grade Target students have been immersed in water conservation studies this semester!  They have been investigating the limited 
supply of fresh water available on Earth through the Project Wet curriculum.  Students have collected data documenting their family’s 
home water usage and from that calculated our class average.  We uploaded our data to a research website, where we could compare our 
class average to other schools around the country.  Students also gained a better understanding of watersheds and investigated different 
ways that we can all make a difference every day by conserving water.  Students are currently creating Water Conservation Infographics 
to share the many ways that we can all do our part to conserve water; this is especially timely since Cobb County is currently  
experiencing a level two drought. 
  
4th & 5th Grades: 
Fourth and Fifth grade Target students concluded their novel study of The Twenty-One Balloons with a  
wildly successful Hot Air Balloon Launch the week before spring break.  Excitement was definitely in the air 
as we launched more than ninety student-designed and constructed tissue paper balloons.  We would like to 
extend a huge ‘Thank You’ to the Mt. Bethel Foundation for providing us with a specially designed propane 
balloon launcher, as well as our helpful parent volunteers, supportive administration, enthusiastic spectators 
and our agile PE coaches for retrieving wayward balloons from the roof!  Our fourth and fifth graders are 
now working to extend their knowledge by designing their own balloons, creating instructional videos and 
refining construction directions.   
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TEACHER FEATURE 
We are looking forward to our Chattahoochee Nature Center field trip in May! It's always a fun way to experience and  
explore nature! We can't wait to see our families at the Kindergarten Poetry Parade. The students will be reciting poems  
representing their kindergarten year.  
 
 
 
It has been a wonderful year in first grade! We have seen such growth in your children this year. It has truly been amazing 
to see how far they have come. Please remember to continue practicing all the first-grade skills over the summer. Reading, 
writing, and math practice over the summer will help your child to enter second grade ready to succeed. Have a great  
summer!  
\ 
 
We are racing to the finish and looking forward to a fun finale! Before we are done, we will be reviewing the important 
skills of finding the main idea of paragraphs in a multi-paragraph essay and comparing/contrasting articles in reading. In 
math, we are revisiting place value and problem solving one final time. It is important that our rising third graders continue 
to practice these skills, even when school is out. Second grade finishes the year with a health unit focusing on bicycle and 
water safety. Please continue these discussions at home and enforce these practices to help ensure an incident free summer. 
We want all our kiddos to have terrific and safe summer!  
 
Once again, third graders had a very successful market day on March 16th. The innovative ideas were impressive, and  
shoppers were extremely satisfied with their products. In the area of science, our classes enjoyed their hands-on learning 
experience involving the Mt. Bethel flower beds and kitchen garden. Most classes focused on a taste test of winter  
vegetables and measuring and cutting the square foot garden. Other classrooms focused on planting new spring and summer 
vegetables and other beautiful flowers in the flower beds. We look forward to our harvest when school lets out for the  
summer. Thanks to Jennifer Rust, Catherine Trosclair, Wendy Spevak, Erin Hake and Yukiko Kimmick who worked as a 
great team to plan amazing activities for the third grade classrooms. Finally, we are back from spring break and gearing up 
for the EOG’s (Georgia Milestones). We know our third graders will do well and keep a positive attitude.  
 
Fourth grade finished 3rd quarter and has had a busy start to the 4th and final quarter. Test review and preparation for the 
Georgia Milestones was the focus after Spring Break. Once again, High Touch, High Tech visited and brought us "The 
Power of Light." This experience is so much fun and students learn information with flashlights, mirrors, lenses and prisms. 
The students enjoyed a visit from the Sons of the American Revolution and their trunk show, all about life during the  
Revolutionary War. We will continue our Civil War projects in the Learning Commons and look forward to the final 
presentations. Students will finish the year in reading with Book Clubs!  
 

 
We can hardly believe this year is coming so quickly to an end! Fifth grade students have many upcoming events to look 
forward to as they begin the last month of their elementary school career. Early in May, the fifth grade will be visiting the 
Center for Civil and Human Rights to support our recent study of Civil Rights in United States history. As we continue 
through May, we will participate in Field Day, the Bucky Awards, and Career Day. This year, students will get the  
opportunity to share a career of their choice, as well as hear from parents and leaders in our community regarding finance, 
government, marketing, and informational technology. Last but not least, students will have a chance to celebrate their 
many elementary accomplishments and memories through the fifth grade breakfast, awards ceremony, and fifth grade walk. 
We are so proud of the hard work our students have shown and look forward to hearing of their future endeavors!  

 
Oh, the places they’ll go!  

 
 
 
We greatly enjoyed our first year of STEM. From Lego Engineering challenges, to Ozobots, and  
participating in hour of code. I cannot wait to start our focus on building computer creators, instead of 
computer consumers. We look forward to challenging your children to decompose the large  
problems into a logical series of smaller steps. STEM is working to create computational thinkers!  
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B U C C A N E E R   
 
Thank you to Jennifer Rust and Catherine Trosclair for all the hard work in organizing the Kitchen Garden with the grades and  
community.  
 
Tremendous Bugle Bravos to our fantastic Yearbook Team: Nina Greenwood, Katie Kincaid, and Luciana Menezes who has created an 
incredible memory for our students!  
 
Outstanding Bugle Bravos to Amanda Poland and Alison Krizner for a fantastic fun-filled Spring Thing!  
 
A big thank you to our Book Fair Team: Katy Gadsby, Amanda Hufnagel, and Ewa Tchoryk on another successful sale to benefit our 
Learning Commons.  
 
Thank you, Nicole Mason, for outstanding job in organizing the Community Outreach Summer Supply Drive.  
 
Thanks to Mara Jacobson and everyone who submitted Box Tops this school year, we raised over $400 for Mt. Bethel PTA! Continue 
clipping Box Tops over the summer and we can raise even more next year!  

CULTURAL CELEBRATIONS  
 
As we have been doing throughout the school year, we are highlighting one more cultural celebration in this issue 
of the Bugle: Cinco de Mayo (Spanish for the 5th of May) is a Mexican holiday commemorating the victory of the 
Mexican Army over the much larger French forces at the Battle of Puebla on May 5, 1862. Cinco de Mayo is often 
mistakenly referred to as Mexican Independence Day, however Mexico celebrates their Independence Day on  
September 16. Additionally, Cinco de Mayo has become more popular and widely celebrated in the United States 
than in Mexico - an opportunity to celebrate Mexican culture, including food, dance and mariachi music.  
 

If you attended the PTA’s Cultural Celebrations event at school in February, we hope that you enjoyed it! We encourage you to discuss 
with your child your own culture, as well as other cultures and their celebrations throughout the year. Our event this year would not 
have been successful without the involvement of so many students and parents!  
 
A special THANK YOU to our student performers: Recorder players Suzanne W., Samantha W., Jay K., Kari G., Stephen Z., Savannah 
M., Hailey P., Sarah M., Adam W., Piper C., Kirti S., Aayush C., Rodrigo D., Adrian M., Omi I. and Stefan I.; Haka dancers Hugh L., 
Evan C., Kasey W., Omi I., Joseph M., Gavin P., Ryo K., Grey C., Matt Z., Will P., Walter B., Nick G., Will A. and Miller A.; Indian 
dancers Advaith S., Jai M., Vivek G., Ribhu S., Anish H., Aayush C., Rishab V., Ahana B., Simran M., Dev P., Ayden P., Shreya P., 
Anika S., Jasnoor K., Anagha H., Vyshnavi G., Ridhi S., Anoushka S., Anjali P., Manha S., Dhanya P., Dhanya I.; Irish dancer Grey 
B.; Chinese dancers from MorningStar Dance Academy including Jennifer H.; and Chinese musicians Lucas L., Howard H., Laura C. 
and Al Z.. We can’t forget the Dickerson Middle School percussion band members (many former Buccaneers) who closed out the show 
with the boisterous rhythms of the Brazilian Samba! Thank you to Mt. Bethel parents Amanda Gardner, Bruce LaHood, Veena  
Melinamani, Yu (Olivia) Meng and Archana Somayaji for their hard work choreographing and organizing the performers. Our table 
hosts put together beautiful and educational displays, along with yummy food samples: Rashi and Chetan Grover, Sonia Markey,  
Angela Patterson, Monica Hollar, Yu (Olivia) Meng, Jennifer Rust, Bruce LaHood, Erin Inan, Ellen Bloch Nagel, Shaheen Syed, Joan 
and Karibo Oruwari, Ingrid Skold, Anna Sroka and Amy Casey.  
 
Lastly, we appreciate all that Yali Zhao and her Georgia State students did to build a cultural celebrations website, and parent  
volunteers who helped with set-up and much more: Anne Gustason, Kaz Beckerman, Ruby Kaur, Xueyu Cheng, Noriko Yoshigi,  
Atsuko Shibata, Ji Li, Li Xu, Jenn Zhou, Shanyou Ge, Zhaohui Xie, Jin Wang, Hui Hu, Sai Zhang, Karen Zhao, Shu Zhang, 
Lynn Xiong, Xingzhi Tang, Annie Liu, Michelle Hu, Xiaoyu Hu, Zhaohui Xie, Jun Li, Jun Zhang, Lili Xu and Yu Zhou.  
 
We couldn’t have done it without everyone’s support - thank you! Visit culturalcelebrations.wordpress.com for additional resources.  
Please consider getting involved next year and sign up for the Cultural Celebrations Committee in the online Toolkit or by emailing 
Marlene Cohn and Tina Patel culturalcelebrations@mtbethelpta.org.  

http://www.culturalcelebrations.wordpress.com
mailto:culturalcelebrations@mtbethelpta.org
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B R A V O S !!!!!!!  
 
Many thanks to Leslie Smith and Andrea Florak for keeping the marquee up to date!  
 
Heartfelt gratitude to Margaret O'Neill for maintaining the web page.  
 
Special thanks to tour guide extraordinaire Amy Berg for cheerfully giving tours of Mt Bethel all year!  
 
An early Bugle Bravo to our Spirit Wear chair (and team) for their great 2017-2018 designs which debuted at Kindergarten Orientation.  
 
A huge bravo to the Mt. Bethel PTA Executive committee - Rachel Cavallo, Laurie Entrekin, Carri Gaudion, Ruby Kaur, Shawn Leith, 
Dara Onori, Carrie Pruitt and Kim Wimberly - for their oversight and planning on all PTA activities this year!  Your hard work,  
Commitment, and dedication is greatly appreciated. 
 
Big Bravos to Kathleen Corrao for her hard work and dedication to each publication of The Bugle, and thank you to Stacy Ollmert for 
distributing it.  

MT BETHEL PTA AWARDS 
 

Mt. Bethel PTA Phoebe Hearst Outstanding Educator: Carolyn Griffin  
Carolyn Griffin is the honored recipient of the 2016-2017 Phoebe Hearst Outstanding Educator Award. This award recognizes the faculty 
member who best demonstrated professional excellence and commitment to the purposes of the national PTA and the objectives of the 
Mt. Bethel Elementary PTA. Next year, Mrs. Griffin will attend PTA meetings and functions, serving as the PTA faculty liaison. 

  

Mt. Bethel PTA Above and Beyond Award: Kathleen Corrao and Kim Wimberly  
Created in 2000, the PTA’s Above and Beyond Award is given annually to a parent or parents who have 
demonstrated commitment and support to the school and to the PTA. This year the Above and Beyond 
Award goes to two truly outstanding PTA volunteers: Kathleen Corrao and Kim Wimberly.  
 

The Dr. Jeanelle Brown Award: Nicole Fantz  
Since 1996, the Dr. Jeanelle Brown Award has been presented to an individual who, for the benefit of 
children, walked hand-in-hand with Mt. Bethel’s PTA and Foundation. Collaboratively selected, the 
award recipient is a person who has genuinely supported both organizations. This year’s award goes to 
Nicole Fantz in honor of her service. For those of us who work closely with Nicole, we know there is no 
task too big, no challenge too overwhelming, and no problem she can’t solve. Nicole is an undeniable 
asset to Mt. Bethel! 
 

Mt. Bethel PTA Bell Award of Excellence: Marlene Cohn and Tina Patel  
Since 1984, the PTA’s Bell Award has been given to individuals who have shown leadership, initiative and innovation; have exhibited 
significant “firsts;” and have been involved with the PTA for more than one year. The Bell Award goes to Marlene Cohn and Tina Patel 
this year, in recognition of their excellence in volunteer leadership.  

 
Mt. Bethel PTA Baby Bell Award: Nina Greenwood, Michele Krishnamurthy, Michelle Reuter  

Established in 2005, the PTA’s Baby Bell Award is presented to first-year committee chairs who have demonstrated special enthusiasm 
and unique dedication to their positions. This year, Nina Greenwood, Michele Krishnamurthy and Michelle Reuter are awarded the Baby 
Bell in recognition of their contributions to the PTA. 
 

Mt. Bethel PTA Longtime Contributor Award: Kasey Bittner, Natalie Collins, Heather Lloyd, Susan Sharrow  
Created last year, the PTA’s Longtime Contributor Award is given to individuals who have served in multiple capacities in our PTA for 
four or more years and have shown consistent hard work and a positive attitude throughout their tenure. With this award, we recognize 
and thank Kasey Bittner, Natalie Collins, Heather Lloyd and Susan Sharrow for their years of dedication and service to Mt. Bethel PTA.  
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Kellie Oakes, Mary Rees, & Kristie Gordon 

Kindergarten: In March, the kindergar teners had a fun lesson about being pushy and not shar ing. We read the book  
Me First by Helen Lester. It is a rollicking tale with a fun twist involving a sandwich (who turned out to be a Sand Witch) and taught 
Pinkerton the pushy pig a lesson about being selfish. Our other lesson was about the difference between tattling and reporting. We read 
Tattlin’ Madeline by Carol Cummings.  
 
First Grade: Dur ing March, fir st grade students learned about stranger  safety and career  clusters. You should have received a 
letter from me after the stranger safety lesson. I shared the book Smarter than the Scoopers by Julia Cook. It is important for your child 
to know that most people in the world will not hurt them, but they cannot tell just by looking at someone whether they are a safe stranger 
or an unsafe stranger. It is important to talk to your children about the adults in their lives that you consider safe adults. Talk to them 
about what they should do if they were to get lost and the people that are ok to pick them up if you are not able to. The second lesson 
focused on the following three career clusters: Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources; Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics; 
and Law, Public Safety and Security. Students watched videos about each cluster and we discussed jobs that could be found in each  
cluster as well as personality traits and skills that would be important for those jobs.  
 
Second Grade: In 2nd grade, the students learned about what makes a person a good fr iend, how to repair  a fr iendship with a 
sincere apology, and kind actions to take in certain situations. We read the book, Matthew and Tilly by Rebecca C. Jones. Our other  
lesson focused on the career clusters of: Arts, AV Technology and Communications, Health Science, and Education and Training. We 
watched short videos and discussed what types of jobs were in each cluster, as well as skills and interests needed for each job.  
 
Third Grade: Dur ing March, third grade students learned about internet safety and career  cluster s. We played an interactive 
game as a class called the First Adventure of the Three Cyber Pigs. The kids seemed to enjoy it and we had to think together about what 
the pigs should do to stay safe on the internet. Check out http://mediasmarts.ca/parents for some tips for how to keep your child safe on 
the internet. It has great information about all kinds of topics including social media. We also discussed the following career clusters: 
Hospitality and Tourism, Human Services, and Energy. The students watched short videos to find out more about jobs in each cluster. 
We discussed personality traits, interests, and skills that would be important if looking at a career in one of these  
clusters.  
 
Fourth Grade: In 4th grade, I introduced a unit on growth mindset. The fir st lesson was an overview of the topics I will cover , 
which include mindfulness, brain basics, determination and grit, self-talk, and teaching others what you know. The second lesson  
focused on mindfulness. We read What Does it Mean to Present? By Rana DiOrio. The students learned that being mindful can help 
them focus, concentrate and learn better, as well as be happier and less stressed.  
 
Fifth Grade: The month of March was much more than NCAA March Madness excitement with the Mt. Bethel 5th graders. We 
also got revved up about college and career research. This was a two lesson unit that you should have heard about at home by now.  
During our first lesson, students completed a detailed career interest inventory and learned about choosing a profession and school that 
will give the best return on investment. If you have not already, open this dialogue at home. You may be surprised at how much your 
child knows! For our next lesson, students learned that after choosing a school to attend, there should be a sense of pride and happiness 
with their choice. While working in the computer lab, each student was given the task of completing research on their particular school. 
Using the www.petersons.com/search/schools website, the average number of students, in-state and out-of-state tuition, admission  
requirements, school colors and mascot, popular majors, clubs and activities, and on campus sports are just a few of the facts researched. 
Following the lesson, there was homework. The homework was to complete a school spirit pennant for their college or university to  
display on our “Oh, the Places We May Go!” display. Fifth grade created some masterpieces!  

http://mediasmarts.ca/parents%20
file:///C:/Users/Brian/Documents/Kathleen%20Docs/www.petersons.com/search/schools%20
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TREASURED PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 
 

 
Do you have a business that would like to partner with Mt. Bethel? 
 

Our Treasured Partners Program benefits both Mt. Bethel and your business by partnering together to further enrich the education  
experience for our students.  Partnerships begin as low as $250 for the year. 
 

Our Treasured Partners Program offers several levels of benefit options for each participating business, including participation in the  
popular Patron Card Discount Program, sponsorship of the annual Fun Run/Walk and Fair, Science Fair, social media posts, website  
listings, and storefront signs. 
 
If you, or someone you know, is affiliated with a business who may be interested, please don’t hesitate to reach 
out to us.  Business support through the Treasured Partners Program means stronger PTA & Foundation 
programs and a better community! 
 
 

Mt. Bethel Treasured Partners Contact Information: 
Email: sponsors@mbesf.org 
http://www.mbesf.org/becomeasponsor 

RISING 6TH GRADE ORGANIZATIONAL CLASS FOR PARENTS AND STUDENTS  
 
Our Foundation is excited to sponsor a “Rising 6th Grade Boot Camp” session for all 5th grade classes, as well as, one for parents.  The 
one-hour sessions will be taught by Learning Specialist, Natalie Collins, M. Ed. 
    

The Parent Class will focus on helpful tips with the transition to Middle School.  This class will provide details on the middle school  
experience from a parent perspective, how to encourage your student to self- advocate and promote self-reliance, as well as, how to  
develop a home structure to guarantee academic success.  Additionally, parents will be provided with tools to ensure students are  

organized and utilizing their agendas and teacher blogs.  This session will be held just after 5th Grade Walk on May 22nd at 
10:30 am in the Learning Commons. 
 

The student session will highlight how to use agendas to keep up with multiple classes with different teacher expectations, the importance 
of Teacher blogs, how to monitor grades, study tips, and suggestions on how to get organized per each school’s expectations.  The student 
classes will be held in early May.  
  
At the end of these sessions, both our students and parents will be equipped with organizational strategies to fully prepare them for  
Middle School and academic success! 

NEW FOUNDATION WEBSITE 
 
The new and improved Mt. Bethel Foundation website is up and running! It includes monthly financial updates, detailed information on 
approved Grants and their impact on students and teachers, Blog Posts to remain well-informed, and FACT Club, Science/STEM Fair, 
and Corporate Sponsor information.  
 
Please subscribe to our new site www.mbesf.org and receive automatic email updates to stay current on the latest news!        

NAME THE STREET AWARD WINNING CLASS  
 

Mrs. Hoeflinger  
 

Mrs. Hoeflinger won the Foundation “Name the Street” drawing during 
the Teacher Appreciation Luncheon. Her class chose the name  

Blue Ribbon Boulevard 
in honor of our National Blue Ribbon School!  

mailto:sponsors@mbesf.org
http://www.mbesf.org/becomeasponsor
file:///C:/Users/Brian/Documents/Kathleen%20Docs/www.mbesf.org
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

   May 11th 
 

Pizza 
Turkey or Ham Sub 
Caesar Side Salad 

Corn 
Taco Salad: Reg or Veg 

May 12th 
 

Chicken & Biscuit Dippers 
Fish Sandwich 
Baby Carrots 

Seasoned Fries 
Chicken or Veg Caesar 

May 15th 
 

Cheese Stuffed Breadsticks 
Asian Chicken w/Fried Rice or Lo 

Mein 
Steamed Broccoli 

Glazed Carrots 
Checken or Veg Caesar Salad 

May 16th 
 

Beef & Cheese Nachos 
Cheese Nachos 

French Bread Pizza 
Beans: Black or Refried 

Corn 
Popcorn Chicken Salad 

Vegetarian Salad 

May 17th 
 

Chicken Nuggets w/Roll 
Ravioli or Lasagna 

Rollup 
Green Beans 
Baby Carrots 

Taco Salad: Reg or Veg 
 

May 18th 
 

Pizza 
Roasted Chicken w/Roll 

Baked Beans 
Caesar Side Salad 

Grilled Chicken & Fruit 
Salad 

Veg Fruit Salad 

May 19th 
 

Hamburger/Cheeseburger 
Mac & Cheese w/Fish Sticks 

Mac & Cheese w/Roll 
Tater Tots 

Tossed Side Salad 
Chicken or Veg Caesar Salad 

May 22nd 
 

Baked Breaded Chicken w/Roll 
Corn Dog 

Mashed Potatoes 
Veggie Dippers 

Chicken Caesar Salad 
Vegetarian Caesar Salad 

May 23rd 
 

Popcorn Chicken w/Roll 
Loaded Baked Potato w/Roll 

Steamed Broccoli 
Tossed Side Salad 

Popcorn Chicken Salad 
Vegetarian Chef Salad 

May 24th 
 

Chicken Filet Sandwich 
Gr. Chicken Sandwich 
Mashed Potato Bowl 

Beans: Black, Refried or 
Fiesta 

Sweet Potato Fries 
Grilled Chicken & Fruit 

Salad 
 

May 25th 
 
 
 

No School 

May 26th 
 
 
 

No School 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Enjoy 

 
 

Your 

 
 

Summer! 

 
 

See you 

 
 

July 31st! 

EARLY RELEASE:  May 23rd & May 24th at 12:30 

LAST DAY OF SCHOOL: May 24th 

2017-2018 FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL: July 31st 

LOOKING FOR MORE INFORMATION? SUBSCRIBE TO THESE BLOGS! 
 

Principal Appleyard: http://www.cobblearning.net/appleyard/ 
Jill Hawes: http://www.cobblearning.net/jillhawes/ 
Rachael Astorga: http://mtbethelart.blogspot.com/ 

PE Coaches: http://www.cobblearning.net/pecoaches/ 
Heather Kindschy: http://www.cobblearning.net/mbmedia/ 

Carolyn Cooper: http://www.cobblearning.net/carolyncooper/ 

  

Kim Osburn, Maribeth Smith, Theresa Collins, Claryn Burnett, Gloria Frey, & Lisa Hong 
 Once a Buccaneer, always a Buccaneer. 

May your retirements be glorious.  You will be missed! 

http://www.cobblearning.net/appleyard/
http://www.cobblearning.net/jillhawes/
http://www.mtbethelart.blogspot.com
http://www.cobblearning.net/pecoaches/
http://www.cobblearning.net/mbmedia/
http://www.cobblearning.net/mbmedia/

